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perpetrated on a historic scale by an institution tasked with protecting American life. For much of the twentieth
century, when exposure might mean nothing short of ruin, gay American men and women had much to fear from
law enforcement of every kind—but none so much as the FBI, with its inexhaustible federal resources,
connections, and its carefully crafted reputation for ethical, by-the-book operations. What Hoover’s War on Gays
reveals, rather, is the FBI’s distinctly unethical, off-the-books long-term targeting of gay men and women and
their organizations under cover of "official" rationale—such as suspicion of criminal activity or vulnerability to
blackmail and influence. The book offers a wide-scale view of this policy and practice, from a notorious child
kidnapping and murder of the 1930s (ostensibly by a sexual predator with homosexual tendencies), educating the
public about the threat of "deviates," through WWII's security concerns about homosexuals who might be
compromised by the enemy, to the Cold War's "Lavender Scare" when any and all gays working for the US
government shared the fate of suspected Communist sympathizers. Charles's work also details paradoxical ways
in which these incursions conjured counterefforts—like the Mattachine Society; ONE, Inc.; and the Daughters of
Bilitis—aimed at protecting and serving the interests of postwar gay culture. With its painstaking recovery of a
dark chapter in American history and its new insights into seemingly familiar episodes of that story—involving
noted journalists, politicians, and celebrities—this thorough and deeply engaging book reveals the perils of
authority run amok and stands as a reminder of damage done in the name of decency.
Homosexuality/heterosexuality-Associate Professor Department of Psychiatry David P McWhirter 1990 The
contributors address two focal questions: What have we learned about the nature of sexual orientation; and how
can it be measured or classified for research purposes?
Christopher Street- 1992
The High Priesthood of Being Gay-James Hagerty 2012-06-18 The High Priesthood of Being gay is a labor of love
over 12 years in the writing. It included numerous, often exhausting, edits for accuracy and truthfulness. Its a
bold attempt to separate out Being and Nothingness in what it is to be gay. Both sacred and profane, emotional
and intellectual, it will expand the readers thought processes and I hope ennoble him at the same time. Thats by
showing the latent high priest deeply enshrined within.
Moore. Cawthorne. Collins. Dyer. Shenstone. Mallet. Akenside. Gray. Littleton. Gay-Samuel Johnson 1800
Law and Sexuality-Carl Franklin Stychin 2001 Law and Sexuality brings together leading scholars from four
continents to consider topics ranging from Tasmanian sodomy laws to the South African constitution, from
domestic partnership in Hawaii to London's urban geographies. Encompassing a broad spectrum of perspectives,
from literary analysis and postcolonial studies to feminist, queer, and critical race theory, their analysis maps the
current state of the global intersections between law and sexuality and social change.
Sociology-Alex Thio 1998 A "smart and entertaining"* anti-love story from YA master Blake Nelson James Hoff
likes to rant against America's consumerist culture--the malls, the SUVs, the focus on clothes. He also likes to rant
against his ex-girlfriend, Sadie, who he doesn't feel is doing enough to change the world --a bike path can't save
the environment. But just like he can't avoid buying things, he also can't avoid Sadie for long. This anticonsumerist love story is all about idealism, in James's relationship with the world around him and his
relationships with the people around him. This is a fantastic, funny, sexy, cool masterpiece from one of the best YA
writers working today.
St. James Press Gay & Lesbian Almanac-St James Press 1998 "This important reference work is one of the first to
devote equal attention to both gay men and lesbians. Its objective approach encourages in-depth study of gay and
lesbian history, culture, and experience in 20th-century America.. The book's 23 sections include a chronology, an
annotated list of organizations, significant historical documents important to the gay and lesbian movement, and
in-depth discussions of gay and lesbian involvement in such fields as politics, film, music, science, sports, travel,
leisure, and visual and performing arts. Each section includes biographical profiles of prominent people in each
field and extensive bibliographies of books. articles, and Web sites. The evenhanded approach to this subject
makes this book an important purchase for all libraries".--"Outstanding Reference Sources : the 1999 Selection of
New Titles", American Libraries, May 1999. Comp. by the Reference Sources Committee, RUSA, ALA.
Gay Skins-Murray Healy 1996 Inarticulate, aggro-loving and hard as fuck, the mythical figure of the skinhead has
embodied fears and fantasies about straight, white working-class masculinity for nearly thirty years. Dressed in
standard issue flying jacket, crotch-clutching Levis and shiny DM boots, he was destined for homoeroticism.
Through accounts from straight skinhead subculture, contemporary news coverage, subcultural theories and the
memories of gay skins in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, Healy puts the boot into those myths of masculinity and
challenges assumptions about class, queerness and real men. Tracing the historical development of the gay skin
from 1968, he assesses what gay men have done to the hardest cult of them all -- and how it has transformed the
gay scene.
The Gay Vacation Guide-Mark Chesnut 1997 A guide to the vacation options open to gay and lesbian travelers
includes advice on cruises, resorts, tours, and adventures
Encyclopedia of Gay Histories and Cultures-George Haggerty 2013-11-05 First Published in 2000. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Insult and the Making of the Gay Self-Didier Eribon 2004-07-07 DIVPublished in English for the first time, Didier
Eribon’ s well-received and celebrated work on a philosophy of and examination of gay life./div
Scale Invariance-Annick LESNE 2011-11-04 During a century, from the Van der Waals mean field description
(1874) of gases to the introduction of renormalization group (RG techniques 1970), thermodynamics and
statistical physics were just unable to account for the incredible universality which was observed in numerous
critical phenomena. The great success of RG techniques is not only to solve perfectly this challenge of critical
behaviour in thermal transitions but to introduce extremely useful tools in a wide field of daily situations where a
system exhibits scale invariance. The introduction of scaling, scale invariance and universality concepts has been
a significant turn in modern physics and more generally in natural sciences. Since then, a new "physics of scaling
laws and critical exponents", rooted in scaling approaches, allows quantitative descriptions of numerous
phenomena, ranging from phase transitions to earthquakes, polymer conformations, heartbeat rhythm, diffusion,
interface growth and roughening, DNA sequence, dynamical systems, chaos and turbulence. The chapters are
jointly written by an experimentalist and a theorist. This book aims at a pedagogical overview, offering to the
students and researchers a thorough conceptual background and a simple account of a wide range of applications.
It presents a complete tour of both the formal advances and experimental results associated with the notion of
scaling, in physics, chemistry and biology.
The Happiest Corpse I've Ever Seen-Ethan Mordden 2015-04-07 For Ethan Mordden, the closing night of the hit
musical, 42nd St. sounded the death knell of the art form of the Broadway musical. After that, big orchestras, real
voices, recognizable books and intelligent lyrics went out the window in favor of cats, helicopters, yodeling
Frenchmen, and the roof of the Paris Opera. Mordden takes us through the aftermath of the days of the great
Broadway musical. From the long-running Cats to Miss Saigon, Phantom, and Les Miserables, to gems like The
Producers, he is unsparing in his look at the remains of the day. Not content to scold the shows' creators,
Mordden takes on the critics, too, splaying their bodies across the Great White Way like Sweeney Todd giving a
close shave. Once more, it's "curtain going up," but Mordden is not applauding.
The Changing World of Gay Men-Peter Robinson 2008-10-31 This ground-breaking book explores the experiences
of gay men and their understanding of what it meant to be gay in the 20th Century: from when homosexuality was
illegal through the less repressed but no less difficult eras of gay liberation and the HIV-AIDS epidemic.
Major Conflict-Jeffrey McGowan, Maj USA (ret.) 2007-12-18 A book that will move hearts and open minds, Jeffrey
McGowan’s memoir is the first personal account of a gay man’s silent struggle in the don’t-ask-don’t-tell military,
from a cadet who rose to the rank of major, left as a decorated Persian Gulf hero, and whose same-sex marriage
was the first on the East Coast. Love of country and personal love combine in this groundbreaking memoir of one
gay man’s life in the military—and beyond. In Major Conflict, Queens-born Jeffrey McGowan tells how he enlisted
in the army in the late 1980s and served with distinction for ten years. But McGowan had a secret: he was gay. In
the don’t-ask-don’t-tell world of the Clinton-era army, being gay meant automatic expulsion. So, at the expense of
his personal life and dignity, he hid his sexual identity and continued to serve the army well. Major Conflict is a
moving account of his years in the military, the homophobia he encountered there, and his life afterward.
McGowan presents a vivid portrait of his experience as a soldier in the Persian Gulf, where he commanded U.S.
troops in Operation Desert Storm, eventually rising to the rank of major. Ultimately, however, he realized that the
army held no future for gay men—even closeted ones. Desiring more of a personal life and tired of hiding his true
identity, McGowan resigned from the Army he loved in 1998. In February 2004, he married his partner of six
years in New Paltz, New York, making front-page news in the New York Times.
Up from Invisibility-Larry Gross 2001-12-26 A half century ago gay men and lesbians were all but invisible in the
media and, in turn, popular culture. With the lesbian and gay liberation movement came a profoundly new sense
of homosexual community and empowerment and the emergence of gay people onto the media's stage. And yet
even as the mass media have been shifting the terms of our public conversation toward a greater acknowledgment
of diversity, does the emerging "visibility" of gay men and women do justice to the complexity and variety of their

The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People-Institute of Medicine 2011-06-24 At a time when
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender individuals--often referred to under the umbrella acronym LGBT--are
becoming more visible in society and more socially acknowledged, clinicians and researchers are faced with
incomplete information about their health status. While LGBT populations often are combined as a single entity
for research and advocacy purposes, each is a distinct population group with its own specific health needs.
Furthermore, the experiences of LGBT individuals are not uniform and are shaped by factors of race, ethnicity,
socioeconomic status, geographical location, and age, any of which can have an effect on health-related concerns
and needs. The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People assesses the state of science on the
health status of LGBT populations, identifies research gaps and opportunities, and outlines a research agenda for
the National Institute of Health. The report examines the health status of these populations in three life stages:
childhood and adolescence, early/middle adulthood, and later adulthood. At each life stage, the committee studied
mental health, physical health, risks and protective factors, health services, and contextual influences. To advance
understanding of the health needs of all LGBT individuals, the report finds that researchers need more data about
the demographics of these populations, improved methods for collecting and analyzing data, and an increased
participation of sexual and gender minorities in research. The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender
People is a valuable resource for policymakers, federal agencies including the National Institute of Health (NIH),
LGBT advocacy groups, clinicians, and service providers.
Lesbian and Gay Psychology-Beverly Greene 1994-01-05 In this first volume of the Psychological Perspectives on
Lesbian and Gay Issues series, innovative empirical studies provide insight into the complexities and subtleties of
the lesbian and gay community. Oustanding contributors explore issues relating to: the children of lesbians;
internalized homophobia; lesbian and gay development; relationship quality of cohabiting couples; sexual pride
and shame in lesbians; physical appearance; the impact of the feminist political movement; heterosexual attitudes;
and boundaries in lesbian therapist//client relationships.
Lesbian and Gay Psychology-Beverly Greene 1994-01-05 In this first volume of the Psychological Perspectives on
Lesbian and Gay Issues series, innovative empirical studies provide insight into the complexities and subtleties of
the lesbian and gay community. Oustanding contributors explore issues relating to: the children of lesbians;
internalized homophobia; lesbian and gay development; relationship quality of cohabiting couples; sexual pride
and shame in lesbians; physical appearance; the impact of the feminist political movement; heterosexual attitudes;
and boundaries in lesbian therapist//client relationships.
Local Elections and the Politics of Small-scale Democracy-J. Eric Oliver 2012-07-22 Offers comprehensive analysis
of electoral politics in America's municipalities. Arguing that explanations of voting behavior are ill suited for local
contests, the author puts forward a theory that the differences between local, state, and national democracies.
Foundations of Social Work Practice with Lesbian and Gay Persons-Gerald P Mallon 2013-09-13 Focusing on the
pragmatic aspects of social work with gay and lesbian persons, this book offers a knowledge base of practice that
will better prepare students and practitioners for working more competently and effectively with lesbians and gay
men. Written by scholars and practitioners in the social work profession, Foundations of Social Work Practice
with Lesbian and Gay Persons teaches you how to develop practice approaches that are sensitive to issues of
sexual orientation as well as how to work with this population in the contexts of practice with individuals, couples,
families, groups, communities, and organizations. The book’s sensible strategies and case studies provide you
with critical information that will help you deal with homophobia and heterocentrism and enact a professional
commitment to pursuing economic and social equality for diverse and at-risk client populations. A foundation-level
text on social work practice with gays and lesbians, this book is designed to provide social work students,
academics, and practitioners with an understanding of the values and ethics fundamental to practice with this
group of clients. Foundations of Social Work Practice with Lesbian and Gay Persons summarizes the variety of
issues, dynamics, and techniques required to work effectively with gay and lesbian clients who are at different
points in their development and life cycles. To further help you in your practice, it also discusses: providing skilled
professional assistance to gay victims of hate crimes how homophobia can prevent lesbians and gay men from
receiving adequate services the obstacles social workers sometimes face when trying to integrate the core set of
professional values and ethical principles into their practice practitioner self-disclosure regarding sexual identity
developmental milestones for lesbian and gay persons alcohol and substance abuse among lesbians family therapy
concepts of fusion and enmeshment same gender socialization assessing issues of sexual expression Counselors,
social workers, and students and academics in gay and lesbian studies will find that Foundations of Social Work
Practice with Lesbian and Gay Persons greatly expands the social work knowledge base to disrupt the impact of
institutional, individualized, and internal homophobia on social workers, their clients, and the institutions in which
social workers practice. Its flexible and creative treatment approaches to therapy with sexual minorities are sure
to help you sensitize your therapeutic techniques and improve the quality of care you deliver.
Gay-Lussac-Maurice P. Crosland 2004-02-12 This is the first work to examine critically both the scientific work
and the man behind it, and as well as providing the historian of science with a comprehensive account of the life
and work of a major nineteenth-century scientist, the book will also be of value to the social and economic
historian.
The Analyst- 1880 Vols. for 1876-June 1954 include Proceedings of the society.
The Gay and Lesbian Liberation Movement-Margaret Cruikshank 2014-04-04 First Published in 1992. Routledge is
an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Ex-Gay No Way-Jallen Rix 2010-05-01 Bringing to light an extreme fundamentalist Christian view, this insider’s
perspective offers hope to people grappling with the aftereffects of a cult-like movement often known as
“Reparative Therapy.” The movement assumes that going from gay to straight is easily changeable and changeworthy, despite decades of psycho/sexual research to the contrary. Although it did not succeed in making the
author—a Southern Baptist who attended an ex-gay ministry at a young age—straight, it did undermine his selfesteem and confuse him significantly, thus leading him to pursue an advanced degree in sexology in order to help
others in similar positions. Offering a detailed comparison of the ex-gay world and the phenomenon known as
Religious Abuse, this manual shares a personal journey through the hopeless mistreatment and manipulative
system of ex-gay ministries and the recovery process involved in regaining strength, acceptance, and self-worth.
Focus- 1993
A Matter of Faith-David E. Campbell 2007 "Examines the religious affiliations of voters and party elites and
evaluates the claim that moral values were decisive in the 2004 election. Analyzes strategies used to mobilize
religious conservatives and examines the voting behavior of a broad range of groups, including evangelicals,
African Americans, and the religious left"--Provided by publisher.
The New Gay Teenager-Ritch C Savin-Williams 2009-06-30 Gay, straight, bisexual: how much does sexual
orientation matter to a teenager's mental health or sense of identity? In this down-to-earth book, filled with the
voices of young people speaking for themselves, Savin-Williams argues that the standard image of gay youth
presented by mental health researchers--as depressed, isolated, drug-dependent, even suicidal--may have been
exaggerated even twenty years ago, and is far from accurate today.
Gay Men Choosing Parenthood-Gerald P. Mallon 2004-01-07 Gay parenting is a topic on which almost everyone
has an opinion but almost nobody has any facts. Here at last is a book based on a thorough review of the
literature, as well as interviews with a pioneering group of men who in the 1980s chose to become fathers outside
the boundaries of a heterosexual union—through foster care, adoption, and other kinship relationships. This book
reveals how very natural and possible gay parenthood can be. What factors influence this decision? How do the
experiences of gay dads compare to those of heterosexual men? How effectively do professional services such as
support groups serve gay fathers and prospective gay fathers? What elements of the social climate are
helpful—and hurtful? Gay Men Choosing Parenthood challenges a great deal of misinformation, showing how gay
fathers from different backgrounds adapted, perceived, and constructed their options and their families.
Stigma and Sexual Orientation-Society for the Psychological Study of Lesbian and Gay Issues 1998 This timely
and accessible contribution towards a deeper understanding of homophobia provides much-needed insight into
the issue of prejudice in general. Topics discussed include: the nature of antigay prejudice, stereotypes and
behaviors; the consequences of homophobia and related phenomena on the well-being of lesbians, gay men and
bisexuals; and the critical need for psychology and science to examine homophobia and related issues.
Hoover's War on Gays-Douglas M. Charles 2015-09-11 At the FBI, the “Sex Deviates” program covered a lot of
ground, literally; at its peak, J. Edgar Hoover's notorious “Sex Deviates” file encompassed nearly 99 cubic feet or
more than 330,000 pages of information. In 1977–1978 these files were destroyed—and it would seem that four
decades of the FBI's dirty secrets went up in smoke. But in a remarkable feat of investigative research, synthesis,
and scholarly detective work, Douglas M. Charles manages to fill in the yawning blanks in the bureau's history of
systematic (some would say obsessive) interest in the lives of gay and lesbian Americans in the twentieth century.
His book, Hoover’s War on Gays, is the first to fully expose the extraordinary invasion of US citizens' privacy
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experience? Or is gay identity manipulated and contrived by media that are unwilling—and perhaps unable—to
fully comprehend and honor it? While positive representations of gays and lesbians are a cautious step in the right
direction, media expert Larry Gross argues that the entertainment and news media betray a lingering inability to
break free from proscribed limitations in order to embrace the complex reality of gay identity. While noting major
advances, like the opening of the Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookstore—the first gay bookstore in the country—or the
rise of The Advocate from small newsletter to influential national paper, Gross takes the measure of somewhat
more ambiguous milestones, like the first lesbian kiss on television or the first gay character in a newspaper
comic strip.
Gay Rights-Kate Burns 2006 Many assume that the modern gay rights movement in the United States began when
gay and lesbian patrons of New York's Stonewall Inn rebelled against police harassment in 1969, inspiring
impassioned activism in the 1970s. However, decades before that historic night, activists had been working to
improve the status of homosexuals in America. This volume examines early gay rights efforts as well as the
burgeoning gay liberation movement after Stonewall. Topics include gays in the military, lesbian-feminism, family
issues, AIDS-related activism, hate crimes legislation and the battle over same-sex marriage.
The Path to Gay Rights-Jeremiah J. Garretson 2018-06-05 An innovative, data-driven explanation of how public
opinion shifted on LGBTQ rights The Path to Gay Rights is the first social science analysis of how and why the
LGBTQ movement achieved its most unexpected victory---transforming gay people from a despised group of social
deviants into a minority worthy of rights and protections in the eyes of most Americans. The book weaves together
a narrative of LGBTQ history with new findings from the field of political psychology to provide an understanding
of how social movements affect mass attitudes in the United States and globally. Using data going back to the
1970s, the book argues that the current understanding of how social movements change mass opinion—through
sympathetic media coverage and endorsements from political leaders—cannot provide an adequate explanation
for the phenomenal success of the LGBTQ movement at changing the public’s views. In The Path to Gay Rights,
Jeremiah Garretson argues that the LGBTQ community’s response to the AIDS crisis was a turning point for public
support of gay rights. ACT-UP and related AIDS organizations strategically targeted political and media leaders,
normalizing news coverage of LGBTQ issues and AIDS and signaled to LGBTQ people across the United States
that their lives were valued. The net result was an increase in the number of LGBTQ people who came out and
lived their lives openly, and with increased contact with gay people, public attitudes began to warm and change.
Garretson goes beyond the story of LGBTQ rights to develop an evidence-based argument for how social
movements can alter mass opinion on any contentious topic.
Fodor's Gay Guide to the USA.- 1996
Men, Women, and Change-Letha Scanzoni 1981
Psychology-Wayne Weiten 1998-07 No higher compliment need be paid than to say - as one reviewer recently did -
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that this is the text by which all others for the course are measured. Since the first edition of this book appeared,
professors have praised Weiten's scholarship as exemplary and the accessibility of his prose as unparalleled. This
is the text that redefined the way Introductory Psychology is taught by using integrative themes to develop the
connections among different areas of psychological research. And now, with this Fourth Edition, Weiten again
raises the bar a notch higher for competitors. Not only has he continued to refine and improve his fine text, but
Weiten has developed an exciting multimedia CD-ROM for the course, giving instructors a new, engaging way to
teach and students an interactive way to learn. Now, Weiten not only explains the interdependent links between
research and applications, but he gives students a fascinating way to explore psychological concepts through
experiments and activities included on the "PsycTrek" CD-ROM. Using integrative themes to emphasize
connections among different areas of research in psychology, Weiten challenges students to grapple with the big
issues and tough questions while mastering the basic concepts of psychology. Throughout the Fourth Edition,
Weiten emphasizes the unity in psychology's intellectual heritage (the themes), as well as psychology's immense
diversity (the variations). Long after your students have completed their final examinations, they will retain a
genuine understanding of the basic ideas about psychology and behavior.
Business, Not Politics-Katherine Sender 2005-01-05 In a hard-hitting book that refutes conventional wisdom,
Katherine Sender explores the connection between the business of marketing to gay consumers and the politics of
gay rights and identity. She disputes some marketers'claims that marketing appeals to gay and lesbian consumers
are a matter of "business, not politics" and that the business of gay marketing can be considered independently of
the politics of gay rights, identity, and visibility. She contends that the gay community is not a preexisting entity
that marketers simply tap into; rather it is a construction, an imagined community formed not only through
political activism but also through a commercially supported media. She argues that marketing has not only been
formative in the constitution of a GLBT community and identity but also has had significant impact on the visibility
of gays and lesbians.
Gay Life and Culture-Robert Aldrich 2006 Gay Life and Culture is the first ever comprehensive, global account of
gay history. It is spectacularly illustrated throughout and includes an extensive selection of images, many of them
only recently recovered. From Theocritus' verses to Queer as Folk, from the berdaches of North America to the
boywives of Aboriginal Australia, this extraordinarily wide-ranging book illustrates both the commonality of love
and lust, and the various ways in which such desires have been constructed through the ages.
Gay Marriage, Religion, and the 2003 Media Environment-Amy B. Becker 2007
Gay Men-Martin P. Levine 1979 Beschrijving van de situatie van homo's in Amerika: onderdrukking, homoidentiteit, homosubcultuur, levensstijlen en de homobeweging.
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